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The Evidence for Reincarnation 
with accounts of past life memories 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“For logic, consistency, profound philosophy, divine mercy and equity, this 

doctrine of Reincarnation has not its equal on earth. It is a belief in a perpetual 
progress for each incarnating Ego, or divine soul, in an evolution from the 

outward into the inward, from the material to the Spiritual, arriving at the end 

of each stage at absolute unity with the divine Principle.  

From strength to strength, from the beauty and perfection of one plane to the 

greater beauty and perfection of another, with accessions of new glory, of fresh 
knowledge and power in each cycle, such is the destiny of every Ego,  

which thus becomes its own Saviour in each world and incarnation.” 
“The Key to Theosophy” p. 154-155, by H. P. Blavatsky 

 

Saturday 7th September 2019 

 

SEMINAR AT THE UNITED LODGE OF THEOSOPHISTS 

62 Queen’s Gardens,  London, W2 3AH  

                        The Phoenix is  
an ancient symbol of 

    reincarnation, initiation,     

    and the cycles of time. 
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First Talk 

Reincarnation, a Theosophical Process of Nature 
PASSAGES TO STUDY AND DISCUSS 

 

“Each thought makes a physical as well as mental link with the desire in which it is rooted. All life 

is filled with such thoughts, and when the period of rest after death is ended Manas [the Sanskrit word 

for “Mind”] is bound by innumerable electrical magnetic threads to earth by reason of the thoughts of 

the last life, and therefore by desire. . . . An understanding of this doctrine of man being really a 

thinker and made of thought will make clear all the rest in relation to incarnation and reincarnation. 

. . . What then is the universe for, and for what final purpose is man the immortal thinker here in 

evolution? It is all for the experience and emancipation of the soul, for the purpose of raising the 

entire mass of manifested matter up to the stature, nature, and dignity of conscious god-hood.” 

                 William Q. Judge, “The Ocean of Theosophy” p. 59-60 

 

“The metaphysics of Occult physiology and psychology postulate within mortal man an immortal 

entity, “divine Mind,” or Nous [the Nous or Noetic principle is the equivalent in Greek philosophical terminology 

of the Higher Manas], whose pale and too often distorted reflection is what we call “Mind” and 

intellect in men – virtually an entity apart from the former during the period of every incarnation . . . 

These two we distinguish as the Higher Manas (Mind or Ego), and the Kama-Manas, i.e., the 

rational, but earthly or physical intellect of man, encased in, and bound by, matter, therefore subject 

to the influence of the latter . . . The former we term INDIVIDUALITY, the latter Personality. . . . 

The “Higher Ego,” as part of the essence of the UNIVERSAL MIND, is unconditionally 

omniscient on its own plane, and only potentially so in our terrestrial sphere, as it has to act solely 

through its alter ego – the Personal Self. . . . the former is the vehicle of all knowledge of the past, 

the present, and the future, and . . . it is from this fountainhead that its “double” catches occasional 

glimpses of that which is beyond the senses of man.” 

          H. P. Blavatsky, “Psychic and Noetic Action” article 
 

 

The question is often asked “How soon do we reincarnate?” The Theosophical literature speaks of 

1,000 to 1,500 years on average between lives, but with an important proviso: those figures are 

“what the time would be for the average man of this century [i.e. the 19th, in which he was writing] in 

every land.” (W.Q.J. “The Ocean” p. 112) That duration was therefore not permanently fixed. 

Theosophy teaches, however, that the number of human souls connected with our planet is fixed, so 

the vast population increase over the last century can only mean that the majority of souls are now 

reincarnating far sooner. Even in the time of H.P.B. and W.Q.J. it was stated that a particularly 

“materialistic thinker may emerge out of devachan into another body here in a month” (“The Ocean” 

p. 113) and that “many persons emerge from the Devachanic state very soon after entering it” 

(W.Q.J. “Forum Answers” p. 57). When asked “How long does the incarnating Ego remain in the 

Devachanic state?” H.P.B. answered “This, we are taught, depends on the degree of spirituality and 

the merit or demerit of the last incarnation.” (“The Key to Theosophy” p. 145) “Devachan” is a 

Tibetan term used in Theosophy for the temporary and subjective “heaven” state between physical 

incarnations. 
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Second Talk 

The Evidence from Research, with Case Histories 
PASSAGES TO STUDY AND DISCUSS 

 

“As long as a person is unsuccessful in his purpose in the world, the Holy One, blessed be He, 

uproots him, and replants him over and over again.” (The Zohar, I, 1866) 

 “Hence one whose “fire” [life] is burned out is reborn through the tendencies in mind. According to 

his thoughts he enters life. But linked by the “fire” with the Self, this life leads to a world of 

recompense.” (Prashna Upanishad) 

“The Zohar states that . . . all souls are subject to revolutions . . . This is metempsychosis or a'leen 

b'gilgoola; but it declares, that “men do not know the way they have been judged in all time.” That 

is, in their “revolutions” they lose a complete memory of the acts that have led to judgement.”             

(“Reincarnation in Judaism and the Bible” article by William Q. Judge) 

“Under the name of “Din Gilgol Neshomes,” the doctrine of reincarnation is constantly spoken of in 

the Talmud . . . The belief or the doctrine of the transmigration of souls is a firm and infallible 

dogma accepted by the whole . . . of our church with one accord . . . they made it a fundamental 

point of our religion.” (“Nishmath Hayem” by Rabbi Manassa) 

“Theosophy teaches that those who are like unto each other and love each other will be reincarnated 

together whenever the conditions permit. Whenever one of us has gone further on the road to 

perfection, he will always be moved to help and comfort those who belong to the same family.”  

(“Reincarnation in Judaism and the Bible” by William Q. Judge) 

 

Third Talk 

We’ve Lived Many Times Before 
and Can Do it Differently 

PASSAGES TO STUDY AND DISCUSS 

“… if Reincarnation be the law, it can and will make no difference what we would like or dislike. So 

long as one is governed by his likes and dislikes, logical arguments will not dissipate objections.”   

                  (“Respecting Reincarnation” article by W. Q. Judge) 

Mindful living is achieved through concentration and meditation and its purpose is to transfer our 

thinking and consciousness to the higher manasic plane, and thus access the semi-omniscient mind; this 

is the origin of true genius and it is this which adequately and rationally explains child prodigies etc. 

After a life consciously lived, when death comes, the delusions of the personal mind will have been 

dissipated, thus the consciousness being unconstrained and free to enter Devachan – or to refuse it, 

as in the case of adepts who desire to work for mankind, such as the Buddha, Christ and many others. 

The Books say well, my Brothers! each man’s life 

The outcome of his former living is;      (tendencies of mind carry on) 

The bygone wrongs bring forth sorrows and woes, 

The bygone right breeds bliss.       (the operation of Karma) 

Extracts from these videos were shown Ian Stevenson Jim Tucker #1 Jim Tucker #2 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=551&v=PbWMEWubrk0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YLKT5UsKoqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZTQcekHU0Io
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Higher Mind 

semi-omniscient on its own plane; 

home to permanent truths and virtues 

[ knowledge of the inner nature  

of reality; & of faith, hope,  

charity, courage & justice, etc ] 

Personal Existence 

… is bounded by a mind that 

reasons by desire-feelings etc. 

 

Personal memories. 

 

The mental and physical life force. 

 

 

That which ye sow ye reap. See yonder fields! 

The sesamum was sesamum, the corn 

Was corn. The Silence and the Darkness knew!     (by the interconnectedness of nature) 

So is a man’s fate born. 

 (“The Light of Asia” p 219, the life of the Buddha by Sir Edwin Arnold, 1879) 

 

           states of  

           consciousness: 

 

           Nirvana 

The thread-soul,  

the Sutratma, exists  

in a higher state          Devachan 

of consciousness. 

 

The after death state      Location of the residual energies of life (skandhas)  Kama Loca 
 

 

 

Lower Mind          Illusion  

exists in a dual          (Maya) 

reality where  

partial truths  

are subject to          [the field of  

our personal           temporary 

preferences.          delusions and 

             neuroses] 

 

 

Sustained consciousness on higher planes of being gives the perception of abstract metaphysical 

realities. So what are these that the “Silence and Darkness knew”? The Buddha fasted and 

meditated on life until he solved its mystery, i.e. its origin and goal, its interconnectedness and how 

to live a good one that achieves its true purpose, that is to say, to follow one’s Dharma or life duty. 

“No need hath such (the Buddha) to live as ye name life; 

That which began in him when he began 

Is finished: he hath wrought the purpose through 

Of what did make him Man.”    (ie brought him back into his last birth) 

ibid, 221  

theosophy -u lt .org .uk  

http://www.theosophy-ult.org.uk/
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Talk Notes 
 

A summary of some of the points from the talks:  

o elements of our consciousness can and do survive death;  

o these are the strongest impressions left with us at the time of death; 

o the lower, personal passions, fears and desires are preserved and these old tendencies await the 

incoming Ego in some future birth.  

o Karma gives us justice; last-minute deathbed confessions or superficial changes of heart do not count 

for much, but the tendencies of a whole lifetime do; 

o our high aspirations, good and noble feelings, are assimilated after death during a heavenly-like 

condition (Devachan) where they are re-experienced and made part of he character; 

o the duration in this Devachanic reality can vary widely from tens or hundreds to thousands of years 

depending on how many higher feelings we have to process and re-live; 

o the Ego’s memory of the past life may occasionally carry through into the next life, especially during 

childhood;  

o these memories are not infallible but of the 2,000+ cases recorded by Drs. Ian Stevenson and Jim 

Tucker et al at the University of Virginia the information from several hundred cases has so far been 

independently verified as not being possible using ordinary explanations; 

o hypnotic regression has often been used to research past lives, but Stevenson and Tucker have 

stopped using it as it does not generally produce reliable results; 

o however there are exceptions, some researchers, possibly with special talents (Peter Ramster, see 

link) appear to be able to get consistent information using past-life regression; 

o it should be noted these memories are not the spiritual part of the last life, but are the personal 

(kama-rupic) remains from old and not yet faded memories; 

o the force of these old memories may cause the new personality nightmares and phobias, and 

occasionally leave physical traces in birthmarks or defects (such as the verified case of the boy with 

missing fingers who was found to have died from similar knife wounds); in Isis Unveiled the fœtus 

is said to have a sensitive surface that “may almost be likened to the collodionized plate of a 

photograph” (IU 1:385) which can be affected by the imagination.  

o memory of past lives also comes about naturally during spiritual development; this is a different 

process called Samma Sambuddha, “the recollection of all of one’s past incarnations; a yoga 

phenomenon.” (Theosophical Glossary 287); yoga meaning the practice of Raja-Yoga concentration 

and meditation. 

o an adept attains Samma Sambuddha at his final initiation at which time he has the balance and 

mental strength to be able to consciously assimilate all his past experiences. 

The states of consciousness are show in the sketch on page 4 of the handout. We raise them by means of 

meditation and dispassion. Following the diagram upwards from the bottom shows the process of how the 

life energies form a shell after death in Kama Loca, called skandhas.  

Knowledge of the process of reincarnation helps to release people who suffer from nightmares or other 

anxieties caused by unresolved past life experiences; by explaining them they can come to terms with them.  

A conscious knowledge of Nature’s processes of what happens during life and death (understanding the 

occult or hidden reality of these normally opaque stages) has the effect of opening us up to higher truths and 

spiritual influences from the ever-present higher mind, which otherwise is naturally unable to act on a brain 

that is filled with sceptical thoughts about its higher nature. 

To sum up, by studying theosophy and practicing the precepts of holistic philosophy will gradually bring one 

to a knowledge of one’s true purpose in life, be less influenced by unhelpful thoughts or negative emotions 

and be able to become a positive influence for good in one’s own life and for those who are dear to us. 

 

end 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TrXtkYV9sk8
http://www.theosophy-ult.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/HP-Blavatsky-Theosophical-Glossary.pdf
https://www.theosophy-ult.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Reincarnation-seminar-handout-Sept-2019.pdf

